Abstract-Memories are increasingly dominating Systems on Chip (SoC) designs and thus contribute a large percentage of the total system's power dissipation, area and reliability. In this paper, we present a tool which captures the effects of supply voltage V dd and temperature on memory performance and their interrelationships. We propose a Temperature-and Reliability-Aware Memory Design (TRAM) approach which allows designers to examine the effects of frequency, supply voltage, power dissipation, and temperature on reliability in a mutually interrelated manner. Our experimental results indicate that thermal unaware estimation of probability of error can be off by at least two orders of magnitude and up to five orders of magnitude from the realistic, temperature-aware cases. We also observed that thermal aware V dd selection using TRAM can reduce the total power dissipation by up to 2.5X while attaining an identical predefined limit on errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Process scaling has enabled systems to offer much higher computational power and performance at the expense of rising power consumption and operating temperatures. Higher operating temperatures have many adverse effects on the design such as: need for expensive cooling mechanisms, increased leakage power, reduced interconnect lifetime, accelerated electromigration, increased cell delay, and increased probability of errors in memories and logic [1] . In this paper, we focus on the effect of temperature on reliable operation of memories.
Memories are not error free and are designed to have a certain probability of error during operation. Typically, this probability of error is controlled to be significantly smaller than the error tolerance capabilities of the units utilizing the memory. In fact, there exists many mechanisms in literature such as redundancy and error correction techniques that are used to reduce or eliminate memory errors [2] . SoC designers aim to achieve the best possible performance (both speed and probability of error) while minimizing the total power consumption. This is an especially challenging problem since there is an intrinsic trade-off between the power consumption and the error resiliency of a design. Conventionally, designers tend to increase the supply voltage V dd on critical embedded memories to boost reliability 1 (reduce the probability of errors), albeit at a cost of increased power dissipation and increased temperature. In this paper, we show that for highly scaled technologies, when combining the effects of shrinking geometries, higher power densities and a larger fraction of the overall chip area occupied by memories, the overall heating impact attributed to increasing the supply voltage will lead to a degradation in the probability of error for a memory access rather than improving it. For a given access time, temperature increases the cell delay which causes the probability of errors in a memory to increase [3] . An increase in V dd also increases the dynamic power dissipation of the memory cell which raises the temperature of the memory. Thus there are two conflicting phenomena: increase in V dd which reduces memory errors and a resultant increase in temperature which increases memory errors. Another factor which influences the dynamic power dissipation and reliability is frequency. An increase in frequency increases both dynamic power dissipation and the probability of errors in memory. Finally, temperature has a very significant impact on the leakage power dissipation. In fact, there exists a positive feedback loop between temperature and leakage power [4] .
The main contribution of this paper is a tool (TRAM: Temperature and Reliability Aware Memory Design) which allows designers to comprehensively examine the aggregate effect of V dd , frequency, dynamic & leakage power, and temperature on the reliability of memories. Using TRAM we observed that when we consider the thermal aspect during memory system design (1)reducing V dd can help improve both the reliability and the power dissipation, which is contrary to the conventional practice, and (2) the predicted reliability is more realistic than using traditional corner-based design (the latter provides overly optimistic reliability prediction).
II. MEMORY ERRORS

A. Sources of errors
Classically, failures in embedded memory cells are categorized as either of a transient nature (because of operating conditions) or of a fixed nature (due to manufacturing errors). Failures are manifested as: 1) increase in cell access time, or 2) unstable read/write operations. In process technologies larger than 100nm, fixed errors are predominant, with a minority of the errors introduced due to transient effects. This model cannot be sustained as scaling progresses due to the random nature of the fluctuation of dopant atom distributions [12] . In fact, in sub 100nm design, Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF) has the dominant impact on the transistor's strength mismatch and is the most noticeable type of intra-die variation that can lead to cell instability and failure in embedded memories [9] . RDF has a detrimental effect on transistors that are colocated within one cell by creating a mismatch in their intrinsic threshold voltage, V t . Furthermore, these effects are a strong function of the operating conditions such as voltage, frequency, temperature, etc. Fig. 1 shows how errors in memory are affected by different parameters. As the operating frequency is increased the probability of memory errors increases because it enforces tighter bounds on the time allowance for memory accesses. Increase in V dd reduces the cell delay and thus causes the errors to decrease. The errors in memory increase along with the rise in temperature because of increase in the cell delay. These are not the only relationships that affect memory errors. From Fig. 1 we also examine other interrelationships at work: The dynamic power dissipation in memory cells increases with increase in both frequency (∝ f ) and V dd (∝ V 2 dd ) . The leakage power, on the other hand, increases with V dd (∝ e βV dd , β > 1). Both dynamic power and leakage power determine the operating temperature. Leakage power dissipation of a cell is known to increase super-linearly with increase in temperature. As temperature increases, the leakage power dissipation increases which further elevates the temperature. This 'positive feedback loop' between temperature and leakage power stabilizes when steady state operating temperatures have been reached at which state, all the dynamic and leakage power dissipation is transferred to the environment by the package [4] . This discussion implies that probability of error is not a monotonically decreasing function of supply voltage but rather exhibits a convex behavior as shown in Fig. 1 . A comprehensive approach to memory/logic design must consider these mutual interdependent relationships.
B. Sensitivity of Errors
III. MEMORY MODELS
In order to study memory errors, we use a standard six transistor 65nm SRAM memory bit cell. The SPICE models used for the simulation were obtained from the Predictive Technology Model (PTM) [10] . To model the effects of RDF on the probability of bit failures within a memory array, our simulation setup lumps the RDF effects into an independent Gaussian distribution for each transistor's threshold voltage. For transistor X in the SRAM cell:
where μ Vt X is the nominal V t and σ Vt X is the standard deviation of threshold voltage of transistor X and depends on the manufacturing process, doping profile, and transistor sizing and can be calculated as [9] :
where N a is the effective channel doping, W d is the depletion region width, T ox is the oxide thickness, L and W are the channel length and width respectively, q is the electron charge and 0 is the dielectric constant. Fig. 2 shows the typical six-transistor cell used for CMOS Static Random-Access Memories (SRAM). During the read operation, the read time, T Read is very sensitive to the variations in the threshold voltages of the access transistors (S R/L ) (S R or S L ) and the pull-down transistors (N R/L ). Whereas during the write operation, variations in the threshold voltages of the access transistors and the pull-up transistors (P R/L ) have the strongest effect on the write time, T W rite [6] . In order to calculate the probability of failure, we considered ±6σ Vt X variation for the threshold voltages of S R/L , N R/L , and P R/L based on the gaussian distribution in Equation 1. The read time, write time, and the voltage at the storage node (V R/L ) for each V dd and each temperature was simulated and recorded. In the next step, the cell failure probability was calculated as following: It is important to note that since we are not changing the hold voltage (V Hold ), we do not consider the hold failure in our calculations. The total probability of failure then calculated as: As mentioned in Section III, the threshold voltage of the transistors in the SRAM cell can be modeled as independent gaussian random variables. This variation in the threshold voltages will result in gaussian distributions for the read time, write time, and storage node voltage. In this section, we find the first and the second moments of the distribution of these three parameters, T Read , T W rite , and V R/L .
A. Read time distribution
Gaussian distributions of V tS R/L and V tN R/L result in a gaussian distribution for the read time [6] :
where T is the temperature, μ(V dd , T ) is the mean of the read time and σ(V dd , T ) is the standard deviation of the read time.
For a given frequency, F, one can find the maximum allowed time for the read operation, T Max . Therefore, we can define the probability of error as:
and Q(.) is the Gaussian Error Integral or Q-function and is given by:
For a given probability of error of P E0 , t 0 can be calculated such that Q(t 0 ) = P E0 . Thus for P E0 and F , we have:
where t 0 and T Max are constant. Solving this equation for V dd results in:
In other words, from Equation 8 one can calculate the required V dd that results in probability of error P E0 at temperature T . On the other hand, the choice of floor plan, frequency of operation and activity of the neighboring blocks result in the dependency of temperature to V dd which can be expressed as:
The function H is fixed for a block (in this case embedded memory) in a given floorplan and can be calculated by using simulation (HotSpot [13] ) or can be found at run time by using temperature sensors. Therefore, for a given probability of error and frequency, one can find the appropriate V dd , which results in the probability of error P E0 for a given frequency while factoring in the effect of temperature by solving:
B. Read time parameters
Using Monte Carlo HSPICE simulation for read time and solving nonlinear data-fitting problems in least-squares sense for V dd and T results in the following formulation for the mean and standard deviation of the random variable T Read :
By substituting equation 11 in equation 7 one can solve a cubic equation that has one real root that expresses V dd as a function of temperature. Every cubic equation with real coefficients has at least one solution among the real numbers; this is a consequence of the intermediate value theorem [14] . Equation 7 can now be expressed as: For all the acceptable range of temperature, T Max , and t 0 equation 12 yields one real root, G(T ), and two complex roots, G i1,2 (T ) [17] . Fig. 3 illustrates G(T )s, the real solutions to Equation 12 for a fixed frequency and different probability of error (solid lines). Each solid line implies a target probability of error. The figure also shows H(V dd ), the temperature profile for a fixed floorplan (dashed line). The intersection(s) of the dashed line with each solid line will be the solution to Equation 10 for the corresponding t 0 ( or P E0 ). This figure shows that for high reliability (low probability of failure) there will be more than one V dd which results in the same probability of error. This is due to the dependency of the probability of error on both temperature and V dd . In these cases the optimum V dd will be the lower V dd which results in lower power consumption. Similar analysis can be done for Write 5 illustrates the overview of TRAM which generates reliability values for embedded memory blocks as a function of the supply voltage and frequency while taking temperature into account. The operating frequency for memory accesses determines the memory's dynamic power dissipation for a given V dd . As mentioned earlier, there is a positive feedback loop between leakage and temperature. Unlike leakage power, the dynamic power is not directly affected by temperature As the temperature increases the total power dissipation also increases. Moreover, the heat dissipated to the environment by the package increases as its temperature increases. The package dissipates power from the substrate to the environment in the form of heat and in order to do so, the package temperature must be more than the surrounding environment. A steady state operating temperature is reached when the power generated by the blocks is balanced by the power dissipated by the cooling mechanisms and package. If the power generated becomes greater than the capacity of power dissipation by the package, the temperatures will rise beyond the thermal runaway temperature and there will be a thermal melt down. This phenomenon has been validated by data from both industrial test facilities and other published works [15] , [16] . The thermal floorplan of the SoC is used to obtain V dd -T emperature dependency. The memory temperature rises as the V dd increases because of the dependence of dynamic and leakage power on V dd . As V dd increases, the probability of errors decrease for the memory. However, an accompanying increase in the temperature increases the probability of errors. The proposed tool (TRAM) uses temperature estimates of the memory under design to generate a better estimate of the expected probability of error in the memory. TRAM includes the effect of RDF on the threshold voltages as a gaussian distribution as discussed Section III . TRAM allows the designers to explore memory V dd selection for the tradeoff between power and reliability in a thermally aware environment and quantifies the effect of temperature on the probability of failures in memories. We have observed that in some design spaces, the effect of temperature becomes more dominant than that of V dd . As a result an increase in V dd does not necessarily decrease the probability of failure. The following section describes our simulation setup including three sets of results: (i) Comparison of reliability estimates at estimated temperature profile versus two corner case temperatures, (ii) Effect of temperature on the reliability estimates for memory at four different speeds, and (iii) Expected total power savings by thermal aware V dd selection.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Simulation setup
The temperature of a memory block in a SoC does not depend only on its own power density (watt/mm 2 ). Due to thermal diffusion among neighboring blocks, the power densities of the neighboring logic blocks (or IP-blocks) affect the temperature of the memory. Hence, the floorplan of the SoC must be considered during temperature estimation of the memory. For our experiments, we used HotSpot 3.2 [13] to determine the temperature of memory blocks at different supply voltages. Furthermore, the platform models the positive feedback relation between temperature and leakage power. For each V dd s setting and estimated temperature a SPICE simulation is performed to calculate the probability of failure using the memory error models described in Section III. 
B. Reliability estimates for different thermal profiles
Fig . 6 shows the relationship between the probability of error and the V dd for a cell with maximum allowed time of 65ps. The curves show the probability of error for the estimated temperature profile and at two corner case temperatures of 25 o C and 105 o C. Since ±6σ Vt X is considered for each transistor, the smallest probability of error that can be recorded is 10 −18 . From the figure, we observe that the probability of error is significantly higher at higher temperatures. For example, at V dd = 0.9v the probability of error is in the order of 10
However, by starting at room temperature and considering the interrelationships between V dd and temperature, we observe that the probability of error is in the order of 10 −6 at V dd = 0.9v. It is important to observe that for the Vdd dependent curve, an inversion in the trend of probability of error occurs at V dd = 1.1v (marked γ). This occurs due to the dominance of the temperature effect (which increases the probability of error). Note that an increase in V dd fails to reduce the probability of error. This observation demonstrates that an increase in V dd does not guarantee a reduction in the probability of error because of the 1 25 o C and 105 o C are industry standards for cell characterization. temperature effect. Furthermore, we observe that using a fixed temperature model, even when assuming a high temperature corner, provides an overly optimistic estimate of memory reliability at higher V dd s, and a significant deviation from realistic cases at all V dd s.
C. Effect of V dd and temperature on memory reliability
The effect of interplay between V dd , probability of error, and temperature for different cell speeds is shown in Fig.  7 . Curves 1 through 4 represent cells with decreasing maximum allowed times of 70ps, 67ps, 65ps, and 60ps respectively. We observe that as the frequency of the cell increases, the probability of error also increases. We also observe that for curves 2 , 3 , and 4 , an increase in V dd reduces the probability of error but only up to a certain point (marked X). After X, the rise in temperature due to V dd increases the memory errors. However, for Curve 1 we do not observe this behavior because the speed of the cell is low and the probability of failure is not detectable by our simulation setup. In the absence of thermal considerations, these curves would have continued to exhibit decreasing probabilities of error with increasing V dd . Fig. 8 shows the normalized total power dissipation and the probability of error for a cell with maximum allowed time of 65ps. Initially, the effect of increase in V dd is dominant and probability of error decreases with increase in V dd . However, at higher V dd the effect of resulting temperature becomes dominant and probability of error increases with increase in V dd . The figure illustrates that for a given probability of failure target, two voltage levels can be chosen that achieve the desired target. For example, at a target probability of error of 10 −8 , one can select either 1.0v (Point A) and 1.16v (PointB). However, the dynamic power at 1.0v is 34.5% less than that at 1.16v because dynamic power ∝ V 2 dd . Even without thermal dependence the leakage power at 1.0v is 46.1% less than that at 1.16v because leakage power ∝ e βV dd , β > 1. Thus, the total power at 1.0v is 2.5X less than that at 1.16v. Designers can save significant power by operating at lower V dd voltages while maintaining performance levels. Fig. 9 compares the analytical and simulation results. For simulations, 6T SRAM cell (as shown in Fig. 2 ) and the Predictive Technology Model (PTM) [10] is used. In the HSpice simulation the load on the BLT and BLC was assumed to be 64 cells, half of them storing '1' and half of them storing '0'. Note that the choice of the control circuitry and device dimensions does not affect the overall trends and the conclusions can be generalized to any other memory circuit.
D. Power saving
E. Comparing mathematical and simulation results
In the simulations V dd has been varied from 0.75v to 1.2v and the coresponding temperature has been calculated using HotSpot [13] . The analytical results are obtained based on the discussion in section IV. For both simulation and analytical results, T Max is assumed to be 75ps.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a Temperature-and ReliabilityAware Memory Design (TRAM) approach which allows designers to explore embedded memory design while considering both thermal and error (reliability) issues. Designers can examine the effects of frequency, V dd , power dissipation, and temperature on reliability in a mutually interrelated manner. Our experimental results indicate that thermal unaware estimation of probability of error can be off by at least two orders of magnitude and up to five orders of magnitude from the realistic, temperature-aware cases. We also observed that thermal aware V dd selection using TRAM can reduce the total power dissipation by up to 2.5X for a predefined limit on errors. Finally, we also present a mathematical model which captures the effects of V dd and temperature on memory performance and their interrelationships.
